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ABSTRACT : Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are deployed in hostile environments in many applications. 

In a wireless sensor networks, such regular topology patterns as Square, Hexagonal and triangle can fully 

cover the area, provides accurate positioning for abnormal event, and achieve better network performance than 

random topology. In order to resist security threats, sensor nodes of WSNs often use pre-shared secret keys to 

encrypt and exchange confidential data. Accordingly, designing key management protocols that can securely 

distribute secret keys among sensor nodes becomes an important issue for WSNs. The proposed scheme 

analyses a novel key management protocol for hierarchical WSNs based on hexagonal topology using AVL tree. 

In the proposed protocol, a WSN is viewed as a Hexagonal model. That is, cluster head node is represented as a 

vertex and center of the cluster head is represented as a cluster coordinator which is the communicator to Base 

station. This paper also presents dynamic insert and remove protocols. The dynamic insert protocol allows 

newly deployed sensor nodes to join an existing WSN while the dynamic remove protocol can delete 

compromised sensor nodes from a WSN. We apply our proposed calculations only to the mobile nodes because 

Cluster head, Cluster Coordinator, Base station have strong key security. Nodes are mobiles in nature, physical 

damage and capturing of one node may totally affect whole network. In LEACH, there is minimization of the 

nodes that are directly communicating with the base station (i.e. sink) to save energy. In our model, there is no 

scalability problem. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

                     WSN is a wireless network which is constituted by a large number of randomly distributed sensor 

nodes through self-organization and multi-hop way.  In single–hop sensor network, the sensor nodes use single 

hopping in order to reach cluster head]. In multi-hopping, the sensor nodes use multi-hopping in order to reach 

cluster head [1]. In the multi-hopping sensor network, because of the relaying operation of passing the 

information from the far away sensor nodes to the nodes that are very close to the cluster head more energy has 

to be spend. In fact, Sensor networks are collection of sensor nodes which co-operatively send sensed data to 

base station [2]. A sensor network is densely deployed either inside the location where the operation is being 

performed or very close to it [3]. According with the network topology, it can be divided in two classes: the 

static WSN and the dynamic WSN. However, because of the wireless sensor nodes are often placed in 

dangerous environment, coupled with their own characteristics, especially mobility, WSNs are more vulnerable 

to attack compared with the traditional network such as physical attack and so on. Therefore with the broaden 

application areas, WSN’s security become even more important. The energy-constrained nature of the sensor 

networks makes the task of incorporating security, a challenging problem. Most of the well-known security 

mechanisms introduce significant overhead and requires a lot of computation and communication resources. 

Since the design of security protocols for sensor networks should be geared towards resource conservation, the 

level of security versus the consumption of energy, computation, and memory resources constitute a design 

trade-off. Such resource-constrained environment has motivated extensive research that addresses energy 

efficient and energy aware hardware and software design issues [4]. Because of these characteristics more care 

has to be taken by the developers to develop a particular sensor network [2]. Most of the research effort has 

concentrated on energy efficient communication protocols [5][6][7]. Generally security protocols would provide 

the network with two-party encryption, authentication, and key management.  In WSNs security, the key 

management problem is one of the most important and the most fundamental aspects. To achieve security in 

wireless sensor networks, it is important to be able to encrypt and authentication messages among sensor nodes. 

Before doing so, keys for performing encryption and authentication must be agreed upon by the communication 

nodes. In the architecture of a generic Wireless Sensor Network [8] we can examine how the clustering 

phenomenon is an essential part of the organizational structure. 
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• Sensor Node: A sensor node is the core component of a WSN. Sensor nodes can take on multiple roles in a 

network, such as simple sensing; data storage; routing; and data processing. 

 • Clusters: Clusters are the organizational unit for WSNs.  The dense nature of wireless sensor networks 

requires the need for them to be broken down into clusters to simplify tasks such as communication [12]. 

 • Cluster heads: Cluster heads are the organization leader of a cluster. They often are required to organize 

activities in the cluster. These tasks include but are not limited to data-aggregation and organizing the 

communication schedule of a cluster. 

Cluster Coordinator: Cluster head coordinator is the communication relay center of cluster heads as there is 

nearly equal distance from each cluster head.  Only one node called cluster coordinator is able to communicate 

with the base station. 

• Base Station: The base station is at the upper level of the hierarchical WSN. It provides the communication 

link between the sensor network and the end-user. 

 • End User: The data in a sensor network can be used for a wide-range of applications. [8] Therefore, a 

particular application may make use of the network data over the internet, using a PDA, or even a desktop 

computer. In a queried sensor network (where the required data is gathered from a query sent through the 

network). This query is generated by the end user.  

 

The clustering phenomenon as we can see, plays an important role in not just organization of the network, but 

can dramatically affect network performance. There are several key limitations in WSNs, that clustering 

schemes must consider. In order to enhance its security, many people proposed related authentication 

mechanisms and key management schemes, but these are usually for the fixed nodes. Solutions for the dynamic 

network efficient security options are less to be considered. Key management schemes are mechanisms used to 

establish and distribute various kinds of cryptographic keys in the network, such as individual keys, pair wise 

keys, and group keys. Key management protocols can be based on either symmetric or asymmetric management 

functions. But due to the scarcity of the resources, protocols based on public keys are inefficient. Hence, 

symmetric algorithm based key management schemes are favored in WSNs [9]. To achieve security in wireless 

sensor networks, it is important to be able to perform various cryptographic operations, including encryption, 

authentication, and so on. Keys for these cryptographic operations must be set up by communicating nodes 

before they can exchange information securely. Most security requirements, such as privacy, authenticity, and 

integrity, can be addressed by building on a solid key management framework. It actually helps in maintaining 

the confidentiality of secret information from unauthorized access. Furthermore, it is used for verifying the 

integrity of exchanged messages and authenticity of the sender. There are four types of key management 

schemes: trusted server, self-enforcing, key pre distribution and public key cryptography. When designing a key 

management scheme for WSNs, designers should take the following five major resource constraints of sensor 

nodes into consideration: (1) limited energy, (2) limited memory, (3) Limited computing power,(4) limited 

communication bandwidth, (5) limited communication range. The key management includes key generation, 

key distribution, and key storage. The enhanced key management in this version can perfectly eliminate the 

impacts of node compromise attacks on links between non-compromised nodes which most existing key 

management schemes have faced. Power consumed by the WSN is mainly due to network dynamics, node 

capabilities, data delivery model, energy consideration, data aggregation and network deployment [10]. Energy 

usage is an important issue in the design of WSNs which typically depends on portable energy sources like 

batteries for power [11]. Energy consumption in the clustering is measured as a fraction of total energy 

dissipated in the network [12]. The amount of power consumed by the SN depends on the nature of that 

application [3]. Clustering can be done in order to enhance the network life time. WSN are deployed in an Ad-

Hoc manner and have large number of nodes [13]. Communication bandwidth can be conserved due to 

clustering; the size of the routing table can be reduced with the help of clustering. Topology maintenance can be 

cut because of clustering. The energy consumption can be reduced due to scheduling activities in the cluster, 

The battery life of the individual sensors and network can be extended due to clustering [14].The design 

attributes to be considered for clustering are number of clusters, intra-cluster communication, nodes and CH 

mobility, node types and roles, cluster head selection, multiple levels, overlapping [15].The issues in clustering 

the sensor networks are connectivity, rotating the role of cluster heads, MAC layer design, node duty cycle, 

optimal cluster size, node synchronization [13]. The collected data is fused each time when it travels from one 

node to another node [16]. The information gathered by the cluster head in the clustering is communicated to the 

data processing centre [17]. Two nodes are denoted as neighbors if they have a direct wireless link between each 

other. The number of neighbors of a node is denoted as its degree d [18]. The processing centre then analyses 

the information passed by the cluster head [17]. Several WSN applications require only an aggregate value to be 

reported to the observer. With the help of data aggregation, the life time of the WSN can be increased [15]. The 

consumption of power in a cluster depends on the distance between the two nodes. If the nodes are nearby, then 

less power is consumed.  
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But at the same time, if the distance between the nodes is large, then more power has to be consumed 

by the respective node. In order to overcome this drawback, individual nodes are requested to pass the 

information gathered by that node to the nearby node in a relay manner [19]. In this paper, we propose new 

model for wireless sensor network which can provide security authentication and dynamic key update in the 

initialization phase as well as network running phase, we can ensure the safety of the dynamic WSN. At the 

same time, this paper used AVL tree to achieve the key dynamic real-time update, while took advantage of the 

improved Hexagonal model using AVL tree to reduce the energy consumption of the network. The simulation 

results show that our scheme can ensure real-time network dynamic security in WSN, avoid conventional 

attacks such as replication attacks, and achieve the goal of energy efficiency. In this paper we only focus on the 

design of a low energy key management scheme using new network model for a sensor network. The rest of this 

paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes related work. Section III demonstrates Key management in 

WSN. Section IV mention about clustering approach in key management in WSN. Section V discusses about 

role of binary tree called AVL tree. In section VI, we present network architecture and Assumption. Section VII 

evaluates the security of the proposed research work and a brief analysis is presented in Section VIII. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
                The distribution of symmetric keys is one of the main challenges in WSN. Many schemes were 

proposed in the literature. The simplest way is to let the network nodes share a single secret key. Unfortunately, 

the compromise of even a single node in a network would reveal the secret key and thus allow decryption of all 

network traffic. Yet another approach is the full pair wise scheme. This approach uses a shared unique 

symmetric key between each pair of nodes. This scheme is memory-intensive and does not scale up. Different 

key management protocols proposed on pair wise keying can be summarized as below [20]: 1) Eschenauer and 

Gligor [21] proposed a probabilistic key distribution scheme based on pair wise keying. Though it is robust and 

requires less storage it suffers from less authentication, low accessibility with no support to cluster operations 

[22].  . Moreover, Du et al. developed a pair wise key management scheme [23]. This scheme combines the 

random key pre-distribution scheme [24] and the Blom scheme [25] to substantially improve network resilience 

against node capture over existing schemes, without increasing the memory overhead. In order to find a scheme 

to support node mobility as well as reduce energy consumption, Chan, Perrig and Song [26] proposed a q-

composite random key pre-distribution scheme. This scheme achieved security under small scale attack while 

trading off increased vulnerability in the face of a large scale physical attack on network nodes. Du, Dang, Han 

and Varshney [27] proposed a multi space key pre-distribution scheme where it used a number of private 

matrices instead of one and k key matrices in each node.  In SPINS, proposed by Perrig et al, each sensor node 

shares a secret key with the base station. To establish a new key, two nodes use the base station as a trusted third 

party to set up the new key. The distribution of symmetric keys is one of the main challenges in WSN. Many 

schemes were proposed in the literature. The simplest way is to let the network nodes share a single secret key. 

Unfortunately, the compromise of even a single node in a network would reveal the secret key and thus allow 

decryption of all network traffic. Yet another approach is the full pair wise scheme. This approach uses a shared 

unique symmetric key between each pair of nodes. This scheme is memory-intensive and does not scale up. Kim 

proposed layer-based multiplex communication key management scheme in the literature [28], the program has 

reasonable routing load and lower mobile administrative overhead. A two-layer dynamic key management based 

on clustering supporting node mobility scheme is proposed by Chuang in wireless sensor networks [29]. Besides 

of that, a scheme proposed in the literature [30] supports node mobility based on polynomial key pre-

distribution. The literature [31] proposed a method for authentication and key establishment real-time key 

generation scheme to reduce memory consumption and enhance the network fault tolerance. Camtepe and Yener 

proposed the combination design which is a key pre-distribution method [32]. Sanchez and Baldus improved the 

program [32], referred as the program [33] which can establish direct pair-wise key for a large number of 

physical connectivity independent sensor nodes in WSN. In order to reduce the memory load while supporting 

different network nodes mobility, Maerien [34] proposed a key management protocol in mobile wireless sensor 

network which is assigned to each node a symmetric key, and the key is just shared with its network back-end 

server, but the program needs to have a relationship of mutual trust between that nodes entered the network with 

its original network. Literature [35] proposed a mobile heterogeneous aware network key management scheme 

with high energy and memory utilization, reducing energy consumption and memory load during the network 

initialization phase, introducing a new common certification, ensuring network security and network 

connectivity as well as anti-aggressive, but sometimes the updates of keys do not in real-time. Our paper is not 

only taking the advantage with these schemes but also improving the security for the dynamic network while in 

the meantime reducing memory consumption. Blom’s Scheme [36]: Blom presented a symmetric key generation 

system (SKGS) based on MD5. In a network of n users, where k users have to co-operate to get information, the 

public matrix P (n, k) over GF is known to all. The central authority chooses a symmetric secret matrix and 

computes the key and distribute to all users. Public matrix is constructed using linear Vandermonde matrix [37]. 
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Reddy’s scheme [37]: Instead of using Vandermonde matrix, [37] proposed to use a non–binary Hadamard’s 

matrix as the public matrix. A Hadamard Matrix is a square matrix with values 1s and -1s. It reduces the 

complexity of calculating values of all the elements corresponding to the columns in Vandermonde matrix. 

Reddy used the same matrix by replacing the value of -1 with a large prime number p-1. However, one of the 

important mechanisms in sensor networks, in-network processing, is not considered in the previous schemes. 

So, hierarchical key management solutions are proposed as LEAP [38]. With the development of science and 

technology, cryptography has also been considerable development both in theory and in practice. For different 

applications, there are many different cryptography systems, such as the symmetric cryptography, public key 

cryptography and so on. All of these algorithms have the strengths and weaknesses in different applications, but 

we have not found that a theory which would be able to meet all application requirements in the WSNs. Security 

aspects of applications usually need to have better consideration more than the traditional network security. For 

example, how to deal with the relationship between the safety factor and energy consumption coefficient of 

various algorithms, how to choose a compromise to meet the needs of existing applications, all of these should 

be taken into consideration.  

 

III. KEY MANAGEMENT IN WSN 
               Key is the most important component for most of the Cryptographic algorithms. Keys are generally 

numbers randomly selected from a large set of numbers. Management of these keys is very important in 

cryptography. Management of keys includes Key Generation which is the process in which a pool of key are 

generated by a central authority or by individual nodes and Key Establishment is the process by which right 

keys for right users can be determined and key rings for each user are sent to them accordingly. Key 

establishment can be done in many ways. Trusted Authority can help in sending the keys to each user through a 

secure channel. But this mechanism is a costly one and does not suit for sensor networks. So, in sensor networks 

Key Pre-distribution is used in which key rings are installed in the nodes before deployment of network in 

offline mode. [39] Key establishment process in Wireless sensor networks mainly consists of three phases. 

 (i)Key pre-distribution: Pre-loading keys in sensor nodes prior to deployment. The keys present in a sensor 

node constitute the key ring of the sensor. The key ring of each node, a random subset of m keys from the key 

pool is stored on the memory of each node before deployment.  

 (ii)Shared key discovery: After the nodes are deployed, a shared key discovery phase is performed, where two 

neighbor nodes find out their common key in their key rings and use it as a shared key. Each node broadcast key 

identities in its key to discover a common key with neighbor nodes.  

 (iii)Path key establishment: After a shared key discovery phase, if two nodes do not have a common key, then a 

path key establishment phase is performed between the two nodes [40].  

 If a common key does not exists, then a path has to be found between the communicating nodes. A path key is 

then established between the communicating nodes. In Key Pre-Distribution scheme, secret keys are placed in 

sensor nodes before deployment. When the nodes are deployed over the target area, the secret keys are used to 

create the network. Traditionally, key management protocols can be classified into three categories: 

1. Symmetric key based key management protocol. The communication entities use a pre-shared symmetric key 

to negotiate a temporary session key. Then, they use this session key to encrypt messages and authenticate one 

another. 

2. Asymmetric key based key management protocol. Each communication entity has its own public key and 

private key pairs. The communication entities may apply signature schemes (Rivest, Shamir, & Adleman, 1978) 

to authenticate each other and utilize the Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme (Diffie & Hellman, 1976) to 

produce the session key for secure communications. 

3. Trusted third party based key management protocol. Each communication entity shares a symmetric key with 

a trusted third party. Then, the communication entities can achieve mutual authentication and secure 

communication through the trusted third party’s assistance. 

Reviewing the above categories of key management protocol, symmetric key based key management protocols 

are more suitable for WSNs than the other categories. Due to the resource constraints of sensor nodes, 

asymmetric key based key management protocols are too complex and energy consuming for WSNs. This is 

because they require exponential computations. On the other hand, the sensor nodes are often spread in wide 

area so that many sensor nodes may be deployed too far away to communicate with the trusted third party. 

Therefore, trusted third party based key management protocols are also hard to implement in WSNs. The most 

common network architectures of WSNs are flat WSNs and hierarchical WSNs (Shen, Guo, & Leung, 2009). 

All senor nodes play the same role in a flat WSN. Under this architecture, a sensor node may randomly select a 

neighbor node to forward the data. Thus, the data transmission path may not be fixed. Nevertheless, a 

hierarchical WSN requires some special sensor nodes, called Cluster Head (CH). A CH is a data collection 

center of a small region in a WSN. Under this architecture, each sensor node can forward data to its local CH in 

a short distance, and then the CH forward collected data to the BS using a fixed path via other CHs. The 
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manuscript (Cheng & Agrawal, 2007) showed that the communication of a hierarchical architecture is better 

than a flat architecture in WSNs. Therefore, several recent studies focus on designing key management 

protocols of hierarchical WSNs. Among all security issues, key management has become a challenging issue in 

the design and deployment of secure wireless sensor networks. Key management is a fundamental cryptographic 

primitive upon which other security primitives are built. It contains two parts: key distribution and key 

revocation. Key distribution refers to the task of distributing secret keys between communicating parties to 

provide secrecy and authentication. Key revocation refers to the task of securely removing compromised keys. 

By revoking all of the keys of a compromised sensor node, the node can be removed from the network. 

Compared to key distribution, key revocation has received very little attention. Therefore, designing secure key 

management protocols for WSNs is a desirable task that attracts many cryptographers. Some typical security 

requirement and goals for Key Management are 

1. The scheme must work without prior knowledge of which nodes will come into communication range of each 

other after deployment. 

2. Deployed nodes must be able to establish secure node-to-node communication. 

3. Node addition / deletion should be supported. 

4. Unauthorized nodes should not be allowed to establish communication with network nodes [41]. 

5. The protocol must establish a key between all sensor nodes that must exchange data securely  

6.  Additional legitimate nodes deployed at a later time can form secure connections with already deployed 

nodes. 

7. Unauthorized nodes should not be able to take entry into the network or become members of the network. 

8.  Sensor nodes have limited resources so computational and storage requirements of the scheme must be low. 

9.  If a node becomes compromised, the key management scheme must be able to securely remove the 

compromised node from the network. 

 

IV. CLUSTERING APPROACH IN KEY MANAGEMENT IN WSN 
                Energy efficient in the WSN can be achieved by considering energy conservation mechanism, power 

conservation mechanism, energy harvesting mechanism and energy efficient routing, and energy efficient key 

management mechanism. Clustering protocols improve the lifetime and energy consumption of the network. 

Since there is no addressing scheme for sensor network like IP- addresses, location information can be utilized 

in routing data in an energy efficient way. Single hop node transmits to the cluster head directly.  By using 

efficient key management, we can minimized CH load when mobile nodes insertion or deletion of nodes. It 

means it is not necessary transmission of unnecessary data to cluster head. . Moreover, Power in each node will 

be depleted very quickly if each node in the cluster sends its data or information directly to the base station. 

Therefore, Cluster formation is important factor to save energy as well as reuse of resources. The purpose of the 

LEACH is to minimize the nodes that are directly communicating with the base station (i.e. sink). But in Power 

Efficient Gathering in Sensor information systems (PEGASIS), only one node can be able to communicate with 

the base station. That is, the cluster head coordinator only conveys the information to the base station. The 

cluster heads from various clusters convey the information to the cluster head coordinator in a chain manner 

[42]. The information collected from each and every node is combined by the other nodes and finally the Cluster 

head node only transmits the collected information to the base station.  The information collected from each and 

every node is combined by the other nodes and finally the Cluster head node only transmits the collected 

information to the base station. Some of the advantages of PEGASIS are: 

(i) The distance between the base station and CH has been reduced when compared to LEACH.  

(ii) The messages conveyed to each node are 2 (at the maximum) when compared to LEACH. 

(iii) The energy consumption is uniform in PEGASIS.  

(iv) The number of transmitting and receiving information is limited.  

 

The drawbacks of the PEGASIS are:- 

(i) The energy level of the cluster head has not been considered 

(ii) The data transmission to the base station may be redundant in nature, because the CH alone convey the 

message to the base station [43]. 

Energy efficient of LEACH is improved by two types of clustering algorithm. They are 1) LEACH-C 2) SECA. 

In SECA, the cluster head selection is based on the amount of residual energy present in the node. 

 

V. ROLE OF SELF-BALANCING BINARY TREE—THE AVL TREE IN HEXAGONAL 

NETWORK TOPOLOGY 
               Nowadays, in the network system design, we often need to find relevant information in large amounts 

of data, such as determining whether an element is presented in the data set; accessing to the specified value 

lower bound and so on. Different search ways have various performances. Self-balancing binary search tree is a 
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better relative performance search way. It has effectively insert operation tree appropriate treatment in order to 

control the height of the tree. The most common self-balancing binary search tree is the AVL tree and red-black 

tree. Red-black tree is more complex than the AVL tree. Our scheme is learned from the concept of AVL tree. 

The maximum difference height of any two different nodes in the two AVL sub trees is 1, so it is also called a 

high degree balanced tree. The average time for search, insert, and delete operations and the time of the worst 

case of the tree are O (log n). When execute the insert or delete operation, it may be necessary to re-adjust the 

angle of one or more sub trees. The balance factor of a node is the difference between the height of the right sub 

tree and the left sub tree. When a node of the balance factor of 1, 0 or -1, it is considered that the node is 

balanced, of course the node for other values is imbalanced which need to re-adjust the angle. Generally 

speaking, the balance factor can be directly stored in each node, or may be stored in the nodes in the sub-tree 

height calculated [44]. These balance factors can be used in our purpose Hexagonal topology of network using 

AVL tree. As the AVL tree node position can be adjusted dynamically, this feature can be applied to support 

dynamic data management mechanism. Due to the node addition and deletion or nature of distribution of nodes, 

structure of one cluster head may or may not equal storage of Balance factor. Therefore, In the program, during 

the network stable operation, the key real-time update takes the advantage of this concept, letting each cluster 

into a virtual self-balancing binary search tree, and then get the node’s corresponding key in the tree, ensuring 

key real-time updates while reducing the energy consumption of the respective nodes. 

 

VI. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND ASSUMPTIONS 
               In our paper we are going to present a security scheme for wireless sensor networks based on public 

key cryptography as a tool for managing mutual authentication between sensors and the base station.  Public key 

cryptography is used in our proposed scheme to guaranty the authentication of the base station since only the 

base station has a pair of asymmetric keys (private, public), the public key is preloaded for each sensor over the 

network before deployment, this key is used by sensors to authenticate the base station and secure the 

handshake, which guaranties the integrity and the confidentiality of all dialogues with the base station, since 

only the base station has the valid private key for decryption. The network model of this proposed scheme is 

mainly consisted with four types of nodes which randomly distributed in the network. In this network 

architecture, Cluster based network approach is used. Nodes are divided as Base station, cluster head 

coordinator, Cluster head and member nodes. Every cluster head knows its members.  Base station has all 

information about network. The level of authentication responsibility is like member nodes are verified by 

respective cluster heads and cluster head is verified by base station via Cluster coordinator. 

 In order to implement this security scheme we assume that:  

1.  The base station have more computational and energy power compared to sensors.  

2. Only one node called cluster coordinator is able to communicate with the base station. 

3. The base station has a pair of keys (private and public key).  

4. Cluster head coordinator is taken at the center of the hexagonal AVL network model. 

5. Cluster coordinators have same distance with all the Cluster head. 

6. Each sensor is capable to use:  

a. Asymmetric Cryptography: To provide authentication of the base station.  

b. Symmetric Cryptography: To ensure the confidentiality of traffic across the network.  

7. MAC (message authentication code) to ensure data integrity.  

8. Each sensor has the capacity to save at least the public key of the base station and one or more 

symmetric keys used for data encryption.  

9. Each sensor receives the public key of the base station by an off-line dealer.  

 

VII. THE PROPOSED RESEARCH WORK INVOLVES 
               Based upon number of nodes and number of clusters heads a network model is formed and further 

Verification of Common pair nodes will be carried out on this network itself. For Ex we consider network model 

as, 

a. Network Model for explanation. 

b. Finding secure parameter t=6 and prime number (q) =31 based on number of node and 

Connectivity matrix. 

c. Calculation of common key pair. 
 

We can develop sparse Hexagonal Matrix using AVL tree model for easy efficient key management process in 

the Energy saving wireless sensor network. The research work includes the model of wireless sensor network. 

The clustering approach of network is used here. Cluster head using Hexagonal topology can be applied using 

AVL tree where each vertex represent cluster head nodes. So we need to arrange those balance factors according 
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to the purpose model given below. The network is divided into base station, cluster coordinator, cluster heads 

and member nodes. Base station is powerful and has information of total network. The network is divided into 

clusters. Each cluster has limited nodes. Each cluster has one cluster head. There is only cluster coordinator for 

this Hexagonal type of topology. Each cluster head communicates with the Cluster coordinator. All the 

information is sent to the base station by Cluster coordinator. The verification (authentication) of any sensor 

node of particular cluster is done by respective cluster head. Verification of cluster coordinator will be done by 

Base station. Each node knows its immediate neighbours. If certain attack occurs on the network, base station 

will alert to network especially to particular Cluster coordinator. Cluster coordinator then carries verification for 

that cluster head   and don’t allow it to enter the network. Thus network will be secured. We make a matrix from 

each cluster head node of hexagonal type of topology where each cluster head node represent parent of the AVL 

tree. Therefore possible Balance factor of each cluster head are 0, 1 and -1 according to type of distributed nodes 

attach to the corresponding Cluster head. In a distributed network, nodes are distributed unequal hop distances 

between the nodes. Therefore it is not comfortable to use complete Binary tree. Arrangement of matrix elements 

can be in many ways, but we make matrix elements according to our purpose diagram. If we modify Hadmard 

Matrix using balance factor in such a fashion that 0, 1, -1 are distributed alternately. Cluster head are making in 

a manner of hexagonal network topology where each vertex of hexagonal cell represent cluster head so that 

maximum suitable cluster node are at least six. Sparse matrix with greater number of zeroes has lesser 

computation. Distribution of zeroes in each vertex of Hexagonal shape network contributes good network as 

well as energy efficiency in the key management process. Using inter cluster communication is very effective 

than nodes to nodes communication. We take cluster coordinator in the middle of hexagonal network because it 

has nearly equal hop from every cluster node. Cluster coordinator will contact Base station to give all the detail 

information of clusters. Cluster coordinator will not take any responsible of the distributed tree network. Energy 

efficient key management is depending upon the efficient network arrangement, special distribution of sensor 

nodes, cluster node, coordinator cluster nodes. 

 Let n be the value of cluster head node in the proposed work, so that value of balance factor f(n) may be 1,-

1,and 0 according to type of member nodes attach to each cluster head. 

 

f(n) =

1 if b a la n c e fa c to r is 1

1 if b a la n c e fa c to r is -1

0 if b a la n c e fa c to r is 0






  

 

In our Proposed Scheme, the public matrix as chosen by taking t (secure parameter) rows from an N x N 

Hadamard matrix which contains 1 and -1, we convert it into a sparse Hadamard matrix H, with the following 

modification: 

1. The matrix elements that is 1 and -1 given in the Hadamard are added by one of the balance factor that  

by 1, -1 and 0.  

 

2. After taking  2 modulo  in the result of addition,  we get one matrix of the form given below 

 

0 1 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 0 0

1 0 1 1 1 0
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Figure 1: Existing model for explanation. 

Example: The following example shows the working of our scheme - the sparse Hadamard matrix. Let the 

number of nodes in the network be 8, secure parameter t = 6. 

Hadamard Matrix: 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

 

 
   

 

    

 
   

 

  
 

    

     
 

     

 

Modified Hadamard Matrix (by Reddy): 

 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 3 0 1 3 0 1 3 0 1 3 0

1 1 3 0 3 0 1 1 3 0 3 0

1 3 0 3 0 1 1 3 0 3 0 1

1 1 1 1 1 3 0 1 3 0

1 3 0 1 3 0 3 0 1 3 0 1

1 1 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 1

1 3 0 3 0 1 3 0 1 1 3 0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Sparse Hadamard Matrix (Proposed):  

 

 

0 1 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 0 0

1 0 1 1 1 0
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       Public Matrix (P) =

0 1 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 0 0

1 0 1 1 1 0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let the secret matrix (S) be:- 

S =

3 1 1 1 5 2 8 7 5

1 1 3 0 4 1 2 8

1 5 4 6 1 4 1 8 2 1

2 8 1 1 4 1 7 2 5 6

7 2 1 8 2 5 2 7 9

5 8 2 1 6 9 8

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

P =    

0 1 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 0 0

1 0 1 1 1 0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    A=        

 

 

S.P = 

5 9 1 0 5 6 6 3 3 4 6

4 3 1 3 8 4 5 9 1 6

4 5 3 3 2 1 6 3 3 5 3 5

3 8 5 3 6 6 3 2 3 5 9

5 4 3 4 9 8 1 3 4 5 0

4 3 1 4 8 5 2 1 4 3 2

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

                 
T

(S.P)A      

5 9 4 3 4 5 3 8 5 4 4 3

1 0 1 3 3 3 5 3 3 4 1 4

5 8 2 1 6 9 8

6 6 4 5 6 3 6 3 8 1 5 2

3 3 9 3 5 2 3 3 4 1 4

4 6 1 6 3 5 5 9 5 0 3 2

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The rest of whole Blom’s scheme and its modified version by Reddy remain same as described by [37]. Now, 

suppose node 3 and 4 want to communicate, then the key used by both will be 

K1=A3 * P4 

 

mod 31
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A3=  5 8 2 1 6 9 8

0

1

1

1

1

1

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

=52 mod 31=21 

 

 

 

 

K2= A4 *P3 

K2 =  6 6 4 5 6 3 6 3 8 1 5 2

0

0

0

0

0

1

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

= 52 mod 31=21 

 

               Thus we observe that both the nodes generate a common pair-wise key that will be use for 

communication. Now if we compare our scheme with that of Blom’s, we observe that we can reduce 

computation time by eliminating operations on zero elements. Also if we follow the steps of Blom’s scheme to 

pre allocate each of the columns of public matrix (Hadamard matrix) to different nodes according to their index 

then we can reduce space requirements by taking advantage of the properties of sparse matrix. In Blom’s 

scheme, we require a space proportional to t to save the column of the public matrix in the node where as in our 

scheme; we require the space proportional to the number of non-zero elements in that column. If we compare 

our scheme to that of Reddy’s that favors to generate the public matrix at the node itself rather than storing it in 

advance, then too our scheme takes the advantage by reducing computation time by eliminating operations on 

zero elements. 

 

VIII. ANALYSIS 

Converting the public matrix to a sparse matrix by replacing nearly half of its elements with 0 serves the 

following purposes:- 

1. Using sparse matrix to store data that contains a large number of zero-valued elements can both save a 

significant amount of memory and speed up the processing of that data. 

2. Store only the nonzero elements of the matrix, together with their indices. Thus, Number of bytes of memory 

stored is much less in sparse matrix. 

3. In this case, we require even more reduced space proportional to non-zero elements in that column.  

4. Reduce computation time by eliminating operations on zero elements. 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 
               Our scheme enhances Blom’s scheme by minimizing the storage required by using a modified sparse 

Hadamard matrix & eliminates the run time generation of public matrix to save the computational time & 

computational energy of the energy scarce sensor nodes. The wireless communication cost is decreased by the 

reduction of the data packets, and the clustering protocols improve the lifetime and the energy consumption of 

the networks by data aggregation in wireless sensor networks. However, we have only taken the dynamic WSNs 

in the consideration. In this paper, we proposed a novel key management scheme for dynamic WSNs security 

using balance factor in hexagonal network topology. Simultaneously, during the node dynamic update stage, we 

add the idea of the self-balanced binary search tree to ensure the dynamic security of the network while reduce 

the entire cluster node energy consumption. 
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